The students are excited to be reading “The World According to Humphrey” by Betty Birney. We cannot wait to find out what Humphrey’s next adventure will be. This week we are learning to make connections to our text, talking about characters and setting, and doing lots of art activities that relate to our book.

Our STEAM activities this week included sink or float, tie-dying bandanas, and creating bottle rockets. We are studying fractions using engaging hands on learning. The students look forward to these activities every day!

Lesson 16- final 2-sound blends
• Review all short and long vowels
• Words to read and sentences to read

Lesson 17- initial 2-sound blends
• Review all short and long vowels
• Review digraphs
• Words to read and sentences to read

On Friday, the students will be treated to games with bubbles: Bubble Relay, Bubble Tag, and Bubble Catch.

On Friday, your child will present a gardening class!
Please arrive at 11:45 am to participate in the Planting with Parents Presentation.
Looking forward to seeing you Friday @ 11:45!